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This EP, which is labeled as a single but includes 3 songs, is the typical indie pop we all know and love. With a mix of old Phoenix and old Imagine Dragons sounds, Hippo Campus has created an enjoyable EP that’ll be stuck in your head for the foreseeable future. The first song is fun and light, with a catchy chorus that’ll leave you tapping your foot or nodding your head. The other two songs showcase the musical talent of Hippo Campus, as they feature nice layering and guitar patterns that are quick and melodic. All three songs have great build up and use of keyboards that parallel Paramore’s newest album release, After Laughter. The final song warm glow, is intense and a great listen for tension release, as the song increases in layering of vocals, amp feedback, and sampling. Overall, the EP is a great listen for any time and any mood you might be in, and will satisfy any indie pop cravings you may have.

Sounds Like:
Old Phoenix
Sounds Like:
Old Imagine Dragons
Sounds Like:
New Paramore
Sounds Like:
Walk the Moon

Recommended Tracks:
1 baseball: very upbeat and poppy, may induce dancing
3 warm glow: very cathartic and intense, builds very nicely
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